Provider

Name

Purpose

Duration

djalexander

PHPSESSID

This is a general purpose identifier used to maintain user session variables.

Lifespan: Session

djalexander

mysession

A cookie used to enable customised options for a logged in user.

Lifespan: One hour

djalexander

uuid

A unique device identifier is a string of characters that is incorporated into a device by its manufacturer and can be used to uniquely identify that device .

Lifespan: 2 years

djalexander

resolution

A cookie to save the devices sreen size.

Lifespan: session

Google Analytics

_ga, _gat

Google Analytics cookies which help us understand how visitors are using our website, so we can make it more useful.

Lifespan: 2 years

Google Analytics

_gid

Tracks the number of times a visitor has been to our website, when their first visit was, and when their last visit occurred.

Lifespan: 24 hours

djalexander

sales_last_search

A cookie to remember the last sales search

Lifespan: 30 days

djalexander

rent_last_search

A cookie to remember the last rent search

Lifespan: 30 days

djalexander

current_lng

A cookie used to store the current longitude for the map

Lifespan: session

current_lat

A cookie used to store the current longitude for the map

Lifespan: session

djalexander

current_zoom_level

A cookie used to remember the current zoom setting on the map

Lifespan: session

Google

AID

Google cookie which is used to link your activity across devices if you’ve previously signed in to your Google Account on another device.

Lifespan: 1 year

Google

SID, SAPISID, APISID, SSID, HSID, NID, PREF Various unique identifiers, except for PREF which stores your options such as preferred zoom level.

Lifespan: 10 years

Google

CONSENT

Cookie consent setting

Lifespan: 2 years

DoubleClick / Google

DSID/IDE

Used to identify a browser for advertising purposes and tracking performance and preferences.

Browser session to 6 Months

Google

1P_JAR/DV/NID

Google ad personalisation

Browser session to 6 Months

browser-update.org

__cfduid

To encourage users to update browsers to new versions

Lifespan: 5 years

Google

_utmz _utma _utmv

A Google Analytics cookie which helps us understand how visitors are using our website, so we can make it more useful.

Lifespan: 2 years

Facebook

datr

These cookies are set by Facebook. We use this service to show you have “liked” our website on the Facebook social network.

Lifespan: 2 years

Facebook
facebook
Facebook
HubSpot Analytics
Gstatic/Google
Hotjar
Facebook
djalexander

fr
These cookies are set by Facebook. We use this service to show you have “liked” our website on the Facebook social network.
sb
These cookies are set by Facebook. We use this service to show you have “liked” our website on the Facebook social network.
wd
Keep track ofthe first and last Facebook page visited by the user and the inner dimensions of the browser windowrespectively.
hubspotutk, mp_6d7c50ad560e01715a871a117a2fbd90_mixpanel
Cookies set by HubSpot to keep track of visitors on hotjar.com.
NID
Advertising cookie by google
__hstc, mp_6d7c50ad560e01715a871a117a2fbd90_mixpanel
Hotjar user tracking for analytics and marketing purposes.
_js_reg_ext_ref, _js_reg_fb_gate, _js_reg_fb_ref A cookie set on the "Follow us on Facebook" and "Like" buttons
dja_loggedin
A cookie set to show that a user is logged in

Lifespan: 2 months
Lifespan: 2 years
Lifespan: Session
Lifespan: 10 years
Lifespan: 6 Months
Lifespan: 1 Month
Lifespan: 2 years

